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1 ry:Vocabula 

A. Fill in the blanks with the given words.(One word is extra) 

 

invention / plan / international / attracts / liquid 

 

1. Kish has a(n) --------------- airport. 

2. Water, milk and oil are -------------. 

3. Disneyland -------------- millions of tourists each year. 

4. The -------------- of the computer changed the business world.  

1 

2 B: Match the pictures with the sentences. 

 

 

     
                       A                         B                                   C                                  D 

1. He is putting out the fire. 

2. We use this to take photos.  

3. I enjoy visiting historical sites. 

4. The Hubble telescope goes around the Earth every 79 minutes. 

1 

3 C. Match the words with their definition. 

1. quit                                              a. relating to one country 

2. belief                                            b. to stop doing something 

3. domestic                                       c. a set of similar things 

4. range                                            d. something that you believe 
 

1 

4 D. Find the odd word. 

1) a. grow up                         b. develop                      c. destroy                  d. increase 

2) a. observatory                   b. library                       c. laboratory            d. experiment 

2 



3) a. Iran                                b. Brazil                         c. Tehran                  d. Egypt 

4) a. hospitable                      b. kind                            c. polite                       d. angry 

5 E. Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1. The heart p - - - - the blood around the body. 

2. Egypt is f - - - - - for its pyramids. 
 

1 

6 F. Unscramble the letters. 

1. You can see a lot of historical things in a ------------. (umuems) 

2. Daily exercise keeps us strong and ---------------- . (aheythl) 

3. He changed the ----------------- (ulbb) to have more light in the room. 

57.5 

. G. Choose the correct answer. 

1. We did the experiments in a modern ------------------ 

a. culture                       b. laboratory                   c. entertainment             d. observatory 

2. The doctor gave her some -------------- for her bad coughs. 

a. medicine                    b. science                         c. development                d. value 

3.The Persian lion ------------------ about 97 years ago. 

a. lost                             b. died out                        c. hurt                              d. changed 

4. We are going to spend our Norooz ------------- in Mashhad. 

a. ancient                       b. success                          c. vacation                       d. invention 

  

2 

8 Grammar: 

A. Choose the best answer. 

1. They -----------(will buy / buy) a house next year. 

2. I --------------( was working / working) on a difficult problem at 4. 

3. There are many clouds in the sky. It------------- ( may / can) rain. 

4. Hamid is------------ ( taller / the tallest) than Ali. 

7. My friends and I------------ (myself / ourselves) did the experiment. 

6. Someone killed him while he---------- ( was working / worked) in the observatory. 

9. Ploto is -----------( farther / the farthest) planet from the sun. 

8. When my father gets the flu, he should--------------- (visit / visits) a doctor. 

7. Lisa is away. She is away -------------- Mondays.(in / on) 
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9 B.Put the words in order and make a correct sentence. 

 

1. diseases / white / against / cells / blood / body / defend / our / . 

 

2. visit / should / doctor / your / you / today / ? 

2 



  

15 C. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. 

  

travel / America 
 

1. What is Mina going to do? 

 

 

 

   read / newspaper 
 

2. What was your mother doing when the phone rang? 

 

 

2 

11 Writing: 

A. Choose the correct answer. 

1. I ( don't like / am not liking ) reading newspaper. 

2. She (watches / is watching) television at the moment.  

3. Hooshang came (late / lately) to the class yesterday.  

4. Can you talk (quiet / quietly), please? 

7. At 3 o’clock yesterday, I (needed / was needing) a taxi. 

6. We bought a (large beautiful wooden/beautiful large wooden) table.  

9. Unfortunately, he (didn’t remember / wasn’t remembering) my name.  

8. Kids (love / are loving) chocolate.  

7. The policeman answered the tourists (polite / politely).  

11.Mina is a ---------- (teacher/ teachers) and she has 21----------- (student/ students) 

11. He tried ------------ ( hard / hardly) to answer all the questions. 

12. Be -------------- (careful / carefully ) !The lion is dangerous. 
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13 Pronunciation: 
.contrastive stressA: Read the sentences and find the words that have  

1. Do you leave on Tuesday or Thursday? 

2. Is the Taj Mahal in India or China? 

3. Should I read the booklet or the website? 

1 
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Reading: 
Some countries attract a lot of tourists every year. Egypt is one of ……1 ..… countries of 

Africa. It is famous …... 2 .…. its wonderful pyramids. France, Italy and Spain are three 

beautiful European countries. They ……3 .….. many tourists from other parts of the 

world. Brazil, Peru and Chile are in South America. Their amazing nature and ……4..… 

history are famous.  

1. a. old                b. the old                c. oldest                 d. the oldest  

2. a. about            b. to                        c. for                      d. in  

3. a. attract           b. invent                 c. give up               d. travel  

4. a. domestic       b. ancient               c. hospitable           d. vast 

 

 

 

 

Thomas Edison 

 

There are great stories about scientists and their lives. One such a story is about Thomas 

Edison. As a young boy, Edison was very interested in science. He was very energetic and 

always asked questions. Sadly, young Edison lost his hearing at the age of 12. He did not 

attend school and learned science by reading books in the library himself. When he grew 

up he worked in different places, but he never lost his interest in making things. Edison 

was famous for doing thousands of experiments to find answers to problems. He said, “I 

never quit until I get what I’m after”. Edison had more than 10111 inventions and was 

very successful at the end of his life. 

 1. Where did Edison learn science? a. at school           b. in the library   c. in the 

laboratory  

2. Edison was interested in ……. .  a. feeling weak       b. giving up         c. making things  

3. Edison finally lost his interest in inventing things                  a. true              b. false 

4. Edison did not attend school at all                                           a. true              b. false  

5. After Edison lost his hearing he did not quit studying           a. true              b. false  

6. Young Edison was not very interested in science                    a. true              b. false 
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Iranian cheetah 

The Iranian cheetah is an endangered animal. This wild animal lives only in the plains of 

Iran. Now there are only a few Iranian cheetahs alive. If people take care of them, there is 

hope for this beautiful animal to live. Recently, families pay more attention to nature, 

students learn about saving wildlife, and some hunters don’t go hunting anymore. In this 

way, the number of cheetahs is going to increase in the future.  

175 



 1. Where does cheetah live?             a. in plains                b. in forests                 c. in farms  

2. What do students learn about?   a. saving wildlife       b. plains of Iran          c. hunting  

3. The Iranian cheetah is a wild animal                        a. true                  b. false 

 4. There are only a few hunters alive                           a. true                  b. false  

5. The number of cheetahs won’t decrease                   a. true                  b. false  

6. Families and students love Iranian cheetahs            a. true                  b. false 

 Good Luck 

Haghdadi 
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1 Vocabulary: 

A. Fill in the blanks with the given words.(One word is extra) 

 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.-----------------------  

 

1 

2 B: Match the pictures with the sentences. 

   

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.----------------------- 

 

1 

3 C. Match the words with their definition. 

 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.----------------------- 

 

1 

4 D. Find the odd word. 

 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.----------------------- 

 

2 

5 E. Complete the sentences with your own words. 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------     

 

1 

 

6 

 

F. Unscramble the letters. 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------      

57.5 

. G. Choose the correct answer. 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.----------------------- 

 

2 

8 Grammar: 

A. Choose the best answer. 

1.------------------------                       2.---------------------                   3.--------------------     

 4.-----------------------                       7.---------------------                   6.--------------------     

9.------------------------                       8.---------------------                   7.-------------------- 
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9 B.Put the words in order and make a correct sentence. 2 



 

1. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

2. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

15 C. Look at the pictures and answer the questions. 

  

 

1. ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 

2 

11 Writing: 

A. Choose the correct answer. 

1.------------------------                       2.---------------------                   3.--------------------     

 4.-----------------------                       7.---------------------                   6.--------------------     

9.------------------------                       8.---------------------                   7.-------------------- 

11.-----------------------                      11.---------------------                12.-------------------- 

 

3 

12 Pronunciation: 

.contrastive stressA: Read the sentences and find the words that have  

 

1.-----------------------------------              2.-------------------------               3.--------------------------- 

 

1 

 

13 
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Reading: 

Cloze test:(2 points) 

1.--------------------    2.--------------------    3.------------------     4.----------------------- 

 

Reading Comprehension: Thomas Edison(1.5 points) 

 

1.-----------------------                      2.--------------------                        3.----------------------      

4.-----------------------                      7.--------------------                        6.---------------------- 

 

Reading Comprehension: Iranian cheetah(1.5 points) 

 

5 



1.-----------------------                      2.--------------------                        3.----------------------      

4.-----------------------                      7.--------------------                        6.---------------------- 

 

 

 

 Good Luck 

Haghdadi 
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